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EQUILIBHIA ACHIEVED WITH COMMUNICATION* 

Up to th1s point the ef fects of communication on the 

equ1librium behav1or of the decisionmakers in a game have 

not be  analyzed with the rigor expected of mos t game the

oretic results. Nevertheles s ,  the s upposed ef f ects are 

incorporated into the mos t f undamental s olution concepts 

used ior both th€ noncoopertive game and the cooperative 

game. In each case a story is told des cribing the ef f ect of 

commun1cation, and this story is us ed as the primary 


Jus tif ication f or the equilibrium concept used. In these 

stories we imagine an environment in which an agreement is 

made between the decis ionmakers in s ome pre -game negotiation 

proces s and then each decis ionmaker choos es a strategy whicn 

is actually played, a s trategy which may or may not s atis f y  

the agreement. In addition, bef ore any choices are made 

this imagined environment s pecif ies the s anctions which are 

to be impos ed f or violating any agreements , s anctions which 

determine the incentives f or s atis f ying any agreements . 

Given s uch an environment, the s tories told are us ed to 

demons trate the reas onablenes s of using proposed solution 

concepts , which s pecif y what agreements are likely to be 

made in such an environment. 



Mor  s c1t1cally, a nonco o per ative game is by def ini

tion a game which has no sanctions f or violating any agree

ent. Any agreements are non-binding. In this cas e, a 

story is told that any equilibrium selection of strategies 

1s achievable with a self -enforcing agreement, or in other 

words, it mus t be a Nas h equilibrium. We expect that no 

agreement will be made in which s ome decis ionmaker has an 

1ncentive to change his strategy unilaterally. With a 

cooperative game, by definition , there are implicit s anc

tions so severe f or violating an agreement that no player 

ever chooses to do s o. All agreements are binding. In this 

case, one story 1s told that in an equilibrium no agreement 

w1ll be made in which any individual can improve upon its 

outcome regardless of the strategies chos en by others . This 

stor y leads to the concept of individual rationality. 

Another stor y is told that in an equilibrium no agreement 

will be made in which any coalition can improve upon its 

outcome r egardles s of the strategies chosen by others . This 

story leads to the concept of the core. Our intent here is 

to examine the conjecture that thes e s tories can be 

supported by e x plic i tly including a pre-game negotiation 

pr oces s and the ap pl i cable s anctions for violating any 

agreements , and generating the proposed s olution concepts 

from the Nash equilibria and str ong Nas h equilibria of this 

game with communication. Our approach is consis tent with 
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tGe one sugqesterl 1n N as h (1951) on tying the analys is of 

n oncooperat1v  and coopera tive ga es together. Thus , we 

will construct this game with communication, exa mine its 

Nash eyuilibr1a and strong Nas h equilibria, and determine 

the relat1onship between the equilibrium outcomes of this 

game and thos e propos ed for the elemental ga me where com

munlcatlon is only implicit. 

Consider an elemental game given 1n stra tegic form. 

Let I be the index set of play ers , Si be the set of 

feas ible stra teg1es f or each pla yer ici and n 1 (s) be the 

payoff for player lLI given the selection of stra tegies 

SES.1 The game with communica tion, cons tructed from the 

eleme n tal game, has the s a me play ers as  the elementa l game, 

has sets of feas ible stra tegies which are modified to 

incorporate a negotiation proces s ,  and has pa yoff functions 

which are modified to incorporate the s anctions impos ed by 

the rules of the game for violating an agreement. 

The stra tegies in the ga me with communica tion augment 

the actions ta Ken in the negotiation proces s to the 

strategies in the elemental ga me. In the negotiation 

proces s the players in the game communica te by sending mes 

s a  ges to ea ch other . Among thes e messages are ones which 
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ar-e capac·,le: of 1nd 1c at 1ng v1nether- an ag reement has been made 

between the playets, and any agreement mus t specify the 

allowable str-ategies tor each player to satisfy the agree

ment. While we may descr-ibe these allowable s trategies for 

eacn player- as a set, for the payoffs from an agreement to 

be well-defi ned we may without loss of generality indicate 

only one allowable str-ateg y for each play er in any agree

ment. This means an ag reement is fully des cribed by a 

selection of str-ateg ies sES, which des cribes the actions 

each player must take to fulfill the agreement. This means 

that the mes sag es sent in any neg otiation proces s mus t 

contain such an s if an ag reement is to be made. As we will 

see with our vers1on of the noncooperative game, any part of 

the communication proces s which is non-binding does not 

affect equilibrium behavior, so  that for des cribing equili

brlum behav i or all that is es s ential in the negotiation 

process is knowing what, if any, agreements are made. Given 

this , we will formalize a mes sag e  from each decis ionmaker as 

a choice of a s election of strategies , and an agreement is 

made if all players choos e the same s election of s trategies . 

After this neg otiat i on proces s, where a mes sage is sent by 

each player and these messages are known to all play ers , 

each player chooses a s trateg y from the elemental game. 

Thus, a strategy in the g ame with communication consists of 
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i£1 

a message and a choice of a strategy from the elemental game 


which may d epend upon all messages which have been sent. 

Thls means for player i£1 a strategy in the game with com

i = i imunicat1on 1s a o (m , f  ) where the message 

1E S anJ the choice of n elemental strategy is given 

flby tne f unct10n 

The payoffs for the game with communication depend upon 

the sanct1ons 1mposed on the play ers for violating an agree

ment. If the player honors an agreement or if there is no 

agreement, the player receives just the pay off associated 

with the select1on of strategies which is actually played 

from the elemental game. If the play er violates an agree

ment, he receives thi s payoff minus a penalty, which descr

ibes the effect of the sanctions imposed upon him. Form

ally , the payoff for player i£1 in a game with communication 

given a selection of strategies o = (m,f) is 

i j i i 
n (f (m)) if (3sVj)m =s.and s =f (m), 

or (3J,k) mJ  mk 

=1!1 ( 0 ) < 
( 

i i 
n (f (m))-p (o) 


\ 


where Pi (o) is the penalty imposed on i when an agree

ment is violated . Specifically,  we are interested in the 

 mes with communication that correspond to the noncooper-

L _ ·e game and the cooperative game. We will compare a 
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noncooperative elemen tal game to the corresponding game with 

comiT,'Jnlcatlon and no b1nding agreemen ts, where pi( o) - 0 

i so that 111(o) = n (f(m)). we will compare a coopera-

t1ve elemental game to the corresponding game with com-

mun1co.tion and binding agreemen ts, where the sanctions 

1mposed y1eld the worst possible payoff so tha t 

i 
l I n (f(m)) if (3 s Vj) m j = s . and s =f (m),

li ( 0) I or (3 j 'k) mJ 1 mk
 

= 

-co\. if (3s j) mj=s and si,tfi(m) 

Now we wish to examine the Nash equilibria and the 

s trong Nash equilibria of these games with communication and 

determine the rela tionship between·the outcomes associated 

wi th these equilibria and those suggested as likely outcomes 

for the elemental games. A Nash equilibrium is a selection 

of strategies o where there is no player i with a strategy 

A strong Nash equilibrium is 

a selection of stra tegies o where there is no coalition C with 

stra tegies 0c such that lli (o/oC)> n i(o) for all iE:C. 

he set of (strong) equilibrium ou tcomes is 

lT ( 0) : o is a (s trong) Nash equilibrium}. 
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EQUILIBrdur; OUTCOf'iES IN GAMES WITH COMMUNICATION VS. THE 

ELEMENTAL GM1t.. 

First, we will compare the equilibrium outcomes of the 

game with communication and no binding agreements with those 

of the noncooperative elemental game. The following theorem 

implies that for a noncooperative game a negotiation process 

is not essential f or d etermining the outcomes which occur in 

equilibrium, demonstrating that the same outcomes occur in 

equilibrium with or without a negotiation process. Equili

brium behavior is not affected by any non-bind ing communica

tion. This means the game with communication and no bind ing 

agreements is essentially equivalent to the noncooperative 

elemental game, supporting the story told about the effects 

of a negotiation process on a noncooperative game. Also, 

this result justif ies our use of messages which only includ e 

the potentially binding communication. 

Theorem 1: The set of (strong) equilibrium outcomes in the 

game with communication and no bind ing agreements is id en

tical to the set of (strong) equilibrium outcomes in the 

noncooperative elemental game. 
4 

Now, we will compare the equilibrium outcomes of a game 

with communication and binding agreements to those outcomes 
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l1kelyproposed as most for a cooperative elemen tal game, 

those that are individually rational and those in the core. 

A co plication a r  ises in defining these two equilibrium con-

cepts for a coopera tive game, as there are two ways to 

define when a coali tion (or individual) can "improve upon" 
5 

an outcome We will say a coali tion C can alpha-. 

improve upon n(s ) if there exists an C£ SC for all 

s s S such tha t ni( s/s = c ) > ni (s) for all i£C, and a 

oali tion C can be ta-improve upon n(s) if for all s £ S 

there exis ts C £ sc such tha t ni(s/ c) > ni(s ) for 

all i £ C. No te tha t the only difference between the two 

defini tions is the order of the qualifiers. The alpha defi-

nition s tresses wha t a coali tion can guarantee for itself, 

while the be ta defini tion stresses wha t  a coalition cannot 

be preven ted from achieving. I t  is as if for an alpha-

improvemen t the coalition C announces its strategies first 

wi th the opposing coalition responding as it wishes, and 

for a beta-improvement the opposing coalition announces its 

s tra tegies firs t wi th C responding. 

We use these defini tions of "improving upon" in our 

definitions of individual ra tionali ty and the core. An out-

come is individually ra tional if no individual can improve 

upon i t, and an ou tcome 1s in the core if no coalition can 
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improve upon it. Note that, if a coalition can alpha

improve upon an outcome it can always beta-improve upon the 

outcome, so that the set of beta-ind ividually rational 

outcomes is a subset of the set of alpha-ind ivid ually 

rat i onal outcomes and the beta-core is a subset of the 

alpha-core . Also, even while we are given a pair of 

definitions for each concept, the literature d oes not pro

vid e a strong j ustification for using either one of these 

6
d efinitions over the other. Relationships between 

these solution concepts for the cooperative game and both 

the Nash and strong Nash equilibrium outcomes from the 

associated games with communication and binding agreements 

are given in the theorems that follow. 

Theorem 2: The set of equilibrium outcomes for the game 

with communication and bind ing agreements is id entical to 

the set of beta-ind ividually rational outcomes for the ele

mental game. 

The interesting part of this theorem is that the set of 

equilibrium outcomes is big enough to be equal to the set of 

beta-ind ividually rational outcomes. We see d irectly from 

the definitions that any equilibrium from any game with com

munication must be beta-ind ivid ually rational. This 
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includes the game with communication and no binding agree

ments, a game essentially equivalent to the noncooperative 

elemental game. The effect of adding penalties is to 

decrease the incentive to change strategies once an agree

ment is made, so that the set of equilibrium outcomes may 

have some new members. The interest comes from k nowing that 

the severe penalties used in the game with communication and 

binding agreements guarantee there are enough new members in 

the set of equilibrium outcomes so that it must equal the 

set of beta-individually rational outcomes. 

Here we show the structure of the game with communica

\ 
t1on and binding agreements provides the same strategic 

opportunities as those described by the story justifying the 

use of beta-individually rational outcomes. Since added 

penalties only decrease the incentive to violate any agree

ment, any equilibrium outcome is achievable with a Nash 

equilibrium where an agreement has been reached. This means 

we only need to determine when there is an incentive for an 

individual decisionmaker to re fuse to make an agreement, by 

changing the message sent in the negotiation process and 

choosing some other strategy from the elemental game to 

play. Given any beta-individually rational outcome, for 

each individual the opposing coalition can give strategy 
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choices (using the f functions) which block the individual 

from raising h1s payoff, and these deterring threats can be 

used effectively in this game with communication since any 

dev1ating individual must, in effect, announce his intention 

to devictte 1n the negotiation process by announcing he will 

not agree to this outcome. Given this beta-individually 

rational outcome, an equilibrium results in the game with 

communication and binding agreements if the decisionmakers 

all send the same message of a selection yielding this 

outcome, play the blocking choices for another player when

ever he refuses to agree and everyone else does agree, and 

play the st rategy from the proposed agreement otherwise. 

When any potentially deviating player considers changing his 

message from a beta-individually rational outcome, he notes 

that any response to the blocking choices made by the others 

can not increase his payoff, so that there is no incentive 

to change his strategy unilaterally in this game with 

communication. This result supports the story told to 

justify the beta-individually rational outcomes as a 

cooperative solution concept, and it provides a rationale 

for using the beta definition over the alpha definition for 

the individually rational concept. 
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Th0 analagous re sult wnen considering the power of 

coalitions, inste ad of the powe r of individuals, is not true 

for all games. That is the set of strong equilibrium 

outcomes in this game with communication is not necessarily 

identical with the beta-core of the associated elemental 

game . There is, however, a large class o f  games for which 

this result is true. Basically, for this result to hold 

the re must be enough information revealed during the nego

tiation process to reveal which coalition will attempt to 

improve upon the outcome resulting from the agreement, so 

that the opposing coalition can form and block it, or the 

game has payoffs where the same blocking strategies are 

effe ctive against several coalitions. 

As with the result for individuals, we see directly 

from the definitions that: 

Theorem 3: Any strong equilibrium outcome from any game 

with communication must be in the beta-core of the 

associated e lemental game. 

Of course , as with individuals, it is more interesting 

to know whe n the set of strong equilibrium outcomes from the 

game with communicatipn and binding agreements is big enough 

1 2--



is 

is Pareto 

to equal the beta-core of the associated cooperative ele

mental game. 

When considering the power of coalitions, one important 

coalition is the coalition of all players. Here, we say an 

outcome is Pareto optimal if the coalition of all players 

cannot improve upon the outcome. This coalition is import

ant here because the opposing coalition is empty, so that no 

information is needed from the negotiation process to cap

ture the same strategic opportunities in the game with 

communication as are described by our story. Here, we 

immediately have from the definitions: 

Lemma 4: An outcome Pareto optimal in the elemental game 

if and only if it optimal in any associated game 

with communication. 

Combining this result with Theorem 2 we have 

Theorem 5 : For any two-person elemental game, the set of 

strong equilibrium outcomes for the game with communication 

and binding agreements is identical to the beta-core of the 

cooperative elemental game. 
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In games with more than two players, there may be some 

beta-core outcomes in the elemental game which are not 

strong equilibrium outcomes in the game with communication 

and binding agreements. An example is the three-person game 

where each player can choose either a zero or a one and the 

payoffs are given by the following table: 

#3 chooses 0 #3 chooses 1 

#2 0 1 #2 0 1 
#l I 

0 2, 0, 0  0, 0, 0 0 1, 1, 2 0, 0, 0 

1 1, 0, 2 0, 0, 1 1 0, 0, 0 0, 0, 0 

In this game the beta-core is {(2, 0, 0), (1, 0, 2), (1, 1, 2)} 

and the set of strong equilibrium outcomes from the 

associated game with communication and binding agreements is 

{(1, 0, 2), (1, 1, 2)}. For us, the important outcome to 

7
examine is (2, 0, 0). 7he outcome (2, 0, 0) is in the 

beta-core, as no coalition can beta-improve upon it. #1 is 

already attaining his highest payoff; #2 cannot change his 

payoff with a unilateral change in his strategy; {#3} is 

blocked if #1 chooses a zero and #2 chooses a one; and 

{#2, #3} is blocked if #1 chooses a one. If the outcome 

(2, 0, 0) were a strong equilib rium outcome in the game with 

communication and binding agreements, then there would be 

a strong Nash equilibrium where all agreed to this outcome, 
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each send ing a message of (0,0,0). If player #1 specifies 

with f
1 that he will play a one in any case where #3 

changes his message and the others d o  not change their mess

ages, #3 gains by just changing his message. If player #1 

specifies he will play a zero in any of these cases, then 

{#2, #3} gain by claiming the outcome (1,1,2). Thus, given 

any sel ection of strategies in this game with communication 

which yiel ds (2,0,0), player #3 has an incentive to change 

his strategy (possibly with player #2), so that this outcome 

cannot be a strong equilibrium outcome in the game with com

munication and bind ing agreements. 

In effect, when player #3 changes his message and the 

others d o  not change their messages, player #1 d oes not know 

whether to respond with his strategy to block {#3}, choosing 

a zero, or with his strategy to block {#2, #3}, choosing a 

one. With these messages the players know only that some 

superset of {#3} is attempting to improve its payoff. In 

this case, players #l and #2 can block {#3}, but we argue #2 

will not choose to d o  so as it is not in his self-interest. 

By refusing to block {#3} he can increase his own payoff. 
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n (s) We have a situation in this example where for some 

in the beta-core a select1on exists where C is a partisc 

cular coal1tion, so that for all sC E sC , 

ni(sc/sC)  nl(s} for some 1 E c, that is sc 

blocks the coalition C from improving upon n(s). However, 

for any blocking sc there is some K  C and an sK E sK 

wnere ni(sc/sK) > ni(s) for all i E K. If some 

members of the opposing coalition join the coalition C, then 

the new coalition K can improve upon its payoff given that 

those remaining in the opposing coalition are still trying 

to block C. In t is ,situation it is not rational for those 

players in K but not in C to participate in an attempt to 

block C, since refus ng to block improves their payoff. 

This notion may be used to modify the concept of the 

core. Up until now we have been comparing the strong 

equilibrium outcomes of this game with communication to the 

beta-core, and by definition n (s) is in the beta-core if for 

all coalitions C there is an s E S, such that for allc 

sC E sC , ni(sc/sC)  ni (s} for some i E c. We 

will modify the definition of the core and say n(s) is in 

the hard-core if for all co a litions C there is an E S,sc 
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such that for all sK 
E 5K where K:::>CJ 

Instead of 

requiring that all coalitions can be blocked from improving 

upon their payoffs, we are requiring that all coalitions can 

be rationally blocked from improving upon their payoffs. 

with this modi f 1 cation we have: 

Theorem 6: The set of strong equilibrium outcomes in the 

game with communication and binding agreements is identical 

to the hard-core of the cooperative elemental game. 

Luckily for our applications, the beta-core and the 

hard-core are often identical. For example, say that for 

any n(s) in the beta-core there is a selection d E S 

such that for all C and all 

cs (_ E C. 

Since the same selection is used as a deterrent for all 

coalitions, n(s) is also in the hard-core. In economic 

applications, this deterrent may be using the competitive 

strategies in an oligopoly market, purchasing nothing in a 

public goods market, or refusing to trade in an exchange 

economy. 
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CONCLUSION 

The major goal of this paper was to construct a game 

where the essential elements of the stories told about 

pre-game communication are made explicit and to compare the 

equ1librium outcomes of this game with communication to the 

dif ferent solutions proposed for the elemental game where 

these elements are only implicit. We found that the equili

brium outcomes of a noncooperative game are unaffected by 

the negotiation process. No non-bind ing communication has 

an effect on the equilibrium outcomes. This both supports 

the story told about the effect of a pre-game negotiation 

process on noncooperative equilibria and justifies our use 

of messages which only include the potentially bind ing 

communication. We found that the equilibrium outcomes of 

the game with communication and bind ing agreements are 

identical to the beta-ind ivid ually rational outcomes. We 

also found that the strong equilibrium outcomes of this game 

with communication are id entical to the hard-core, a 

mod ified version of the beta-core. These results largely 

support the stories told about the effect of pre-game 

communication on cooperative games and provid e a rationale 

for using the beta definitions over the 	 alpha definitions 

Bfor individual rationality and the core. We also 
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\
introduced the hard -core , a mod ifie d version of the be ta

core, that is ne ce ssary to use when the identity of the 

coalitions which are atte mpting to improve their payoffs are 

not fully reveale d by the ne gotiation proce ss. There is 

some d1scussion on when the be ta-core may diffe r from the 

hard-core . 

7he structure of the game with communication se ems to 

l e nd itself to many future refineme nts. If the core concept 

g i ves too many outcome s to be useful in a particular 

application, the equilibrium conce pt can be re fine d using a 

9perfe ct equilibrium conce pt or using intermediate sized 

penalties whe re the enforce ment of agreements may not be 

per fe ct . If the core conce pt gives too fe w outcomes to be 

useful in a particular application, more outcome s can be 

added by of de cisionmaking using 

-E equilibria costs of communicating 

within a coalition. A major advantage of using the 

structure provide d by a game with communication is that it 

eliminate s the ad hoc nature of the solution concepts used 

consid e ring costs 

10 or by adding 

in the se exte nsions. 
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A PPCNDIX 

Proof of Theorem 1: ( i) Show that if o = ( m, f) is a 

(strong) Nash equilibrium in the game with communication an d 

no bin ding agreements, then f( m) is a ( strong) Nash equili

brium in the elemental game. Using the contrapositive, if 

there is a coalition C I with strategies s c such that 
. 	 .cn1(f(m}/s } > n1( f( m)) for all i£C, then for any 

 	 = (mc,fc ) where 
cIC( m) = s , rri( o / c ) > ni( f(m)) = ui( o) for all 

i£C. Thus, any ( strong) equilibrium outcome in the game 

with communication an d no bin ding agreements is a ( strong) 

then o = 

Nash equilibrium 

equilibrium outcome in the elemental game. 

( ii) Show that if 1 s/a ( strong) Nash equilibrium in 

the elemental game, ( m, f), where f( m) = s for all 

m, is a ( strong) in the game with communi

cation an d no bin ding agreements. Using the contrapositive, 

if 0 = ( m, f) where f(m) = s for all m an d there is a coali

tion c cr with stragegies OC = (ffiC, fC) such that 

ni(o/oc) > H1 (u) for all i£C, then 

ni( fC( m 1ffiC) ) = lli( o/0C) > ni( o ) = ni( s ) for 

all i£C. Thus, any ( strong) equilibrium outcome in the 

elemental game 1s a ( strong) equilibrium outcome in the game 

with communication an d no bin ding agreements. 
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Proof of TGeore m 2: (i) Show that if o = (m,f) is a Nash 

equilibrium in the game with communication and binding 

agree ments, then n(f(m)) is bet a-individually rational for 

the eleme ntal game . Using the contrapositive, if there is 

an ind1vidual isl where for all ssS there is a strategy 

sissi such that ni(s/si) > ni(f(m))' then 

i 	 ithere lS a 	o = (mi ,f1) where ffii I m and 

sifi(m/mi) = such that 

=lli(-:;/oi) ni(f(m/mi)/si) >ni(f(m)) > Hl(o}. 


Thus, any equilibrium outcome for the game with communi

cation and no binding agreements is a beta-individually 


rat ional outcome for the elemental game. 


(ii) Show that if n(s) is beta-individually rational 

for the elemental game , then there is a o = (m,f) where 

f(m) = s and which is a Nash equilibrium in the game with 

communication and binding agree ments. Given such an s, this 

means for all individuals jsl there is an sjsS where for 

all s ss j , nj(sj/sj) i nj(s}. Consider the
J

ise lection 	 o = (m,f) where for all isl, m = s and 

i El) 

si otherwise. 
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n i ( s i I f i ( mlffii) ) .s_ n i ( s) . 

-22 -

We will show that is a Nash eyuil ibrium in the game w ith o 

communication and binding agreements. 

Show1ng tn is by contradiction, assume o is not a Nash 

equ il ibr ium in the game with communicat ion and b ind ing 

agreements. This means there is an ind ividual i E I  w ith a 

(;i , Ii)' such thatstragegy 1 = 

>TI1( 01o1) 1l1(0) ni(s)= This implies ffi i,rfs 

=and Hi(ol i) ni(f(ml; i) 1 I i(ml; i)) 

= 1 Ii(m/ffii>>ni(s i 

> ni(s), 

contradict ing the statement that for any 

fi ( mlm i) E�=;i , 

Thus, a must be a Nash equilibr ium in the game w ith 

communication and binding agreements, demonstrat ing that any 

beta-individually rat ional outcome for the elemental game is 

an egu ilibrium outcome for the game w ith communicat ion and 

binding agreements. 

Proof of Theorem 3: Show that if a = (m,f) is a strong Nash 

equilibr ium in a game w ith commun icat ion, then n(f(m)) is in 

the beta-core of the elemental game. Us ing the contra

poslt ive, if there is a coalition ccr where for all s E S  

there are strateg ies sC £ sC such that 



and [C (m/m() s such that 
......'f" --c 

n1(s/sc) / n1(f(m)) for all i EC, then for coalition C 

there exist strategies OC = (me , fC) where ffiCiffiC 

ni(o/OC) ni(f(m/mc) 1 sc ) >= n1(f(m)) > lli(o} 


for all lEC. 


7hus, any strong equilibrium outcome in a game with 


communi cation is in the beta-core of the elemental game. 


Proof of Lemma 4  (i) Show that if n(s) is Pareto optimal 

in the elemental game, then o = (m,f), where mi=s for all 

i and f(m)=s, is Pareto optimal in any game with communica

tion . I f  such a o is not Pareto optimal, there is a o=(m,t) 

such that ml and n(o) = ni(f(m)) > ni(s)=Hi( o) for all 

1, so that n(s) is not Pareto optimal in the elemental game. 

(ii) Where o=(m,f), show that if ll(o) is Pareto 

optimal in a game with communication, then n(f(m)) is Pareto 

optimal in the elemental game. If n(f(m)) is not Pareto 

optimal, there is an s such that ni(s}>ni(f(m)) for all 

i and for a = (m,f) where mlm and f(m)=s, 

lli(-;} = s, ni(s} > ni(f(m)) .?_ lli(o} for all i, so 

that a is not Pareto optimal. 
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Proof of Theorer.1 S: This follows irmnediately from the 

proofs of The ore m 2 and Lermna 4. 

Proof of Theorem 6: (i) If n(s) is in the hard-core, then 

for all C there is an s sS such that for all sK£SK 
C

. . 
where K C, n1(sc / sK) n1(s) for some i£K. Con-

is lder o=(m,f) where m =s for all i and 

f1(m) 
otherwise. 

We will show that o is a strong Nash equilibrium. If 

not there are coalitions C and K with OK= (rnK,fK) 

such that (VjsC)mJfs and (YjfC) mj=s, and 

lti ( 0/�f::) = ni(sc/fK(;/mK) )>ni(s)=Tii( o) 

for all isK, yielding a contradiction with the assumption 

that n(s} is in the hard-core. 

(ii) If n(s) is not in the hard-core, then for some C 

it must be that for all S£S there is an SK£SK where 
= 

where f(m}=s. 

= 

-K -K -KConsider a =(m ,f ) where 

= 

that o is not a strong Nash equilibrium. 
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FOOTNOTES 

*Belptul discuss1ons on this topic are acknowle dged with 

John Roberts and Jim Cox. Of course , I re tain ultimate 

responsibility for any errors. 

l. SC  X s i is the se t of feasible strate gies for 
iEC 

ea ch coalit1on I, and s  SI 

2. To simplify the notation le t o (oi). ' 
1£: I 

;l\ (m1). 1, and f=(fi). 1• Also, for any
1£ 1£: 

coalit1on c r le t oC (oi). ' mC (mi). ' 
1£: C 1£:C 

3. The slash (/) indicate s a substitution of variable s, 

=e . g • Jti(o/;i) 
i-1 i+lIt i (o1 , ... ,o ,o -i,o , . . • ,on) if I =  {l, . • . ,n}. 

4. All proofs are in the Appendix. All of the proofs are a 

relatively straightforward application of the definitions, 

and are include d primarily for comple teness. 

5. For a discussion of the se two de finitions see Shapley 

and Shubik (1973) or Aumann (1967). 
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FOOTNOTES (cont. ) 

6. "Whe ther the al pha-notion or the be ta-notion is 


prefe r able is a matter of taste . . .  The alpha-notion seems 

to be intuitively more appe aling, but as we shall see the 

beta-notion has a ce rtain technical advantage. "  Aumann 

(1967), p .  20. Se e footnote 7 for a description of this 

te chnical advnatage. 

7. As for the othe r outcomes ,  (0,0,0) and (0,0,1) do not 

belong to any of these solutions as they are not Pareto 

optimal. (1,0,2) is a strong equilibrium outcome in this 

game with communication as the players can agree on this 

outcome , #3 can thre ate n to play a one if #1 or #2 change 

their me s sages, and the y can play the agreed upon strategies 

otherwise ; (1,0,2) is not a strong equilibrium outcoitle for 

the eleme ntal game as play er #l has an incentive to change 

his strategy unilate rally to a zero. (1,1,2) is a strong 

equilibrium outcome for any game with communication, and 

thus be longs to the beta-core, as no coalition has an 

incentive to change its strategies unilaterally. 
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FOOTNOTES (cont.) 


8. These results are closely related to Theorem 13 in 

Aumann (1967), that the beta-core of a game coincides with 

the strong equilibrium outcomes of its supergame. As 

constructed by Aumann, the supergame can be analyzed to 

determine the effect of threats which can be used in a 

dynamic environment with no discounting. We can then 

compare the equilibria achieved with experience in a dynamic 

environment to the equilibria achieved with communication in 

a static setting. 

9. See Selten (1975) and Aumann (1967). 

10. See Alger (1979). 
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